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iep
Designed to help Georgia Special Educators,
Administrators and other Professionals
develop Individualized Education Programs
IEP ASSISTANT keeps the focus on the student
IEP Assistant helps you develop the necessary documentation to produce
comprehensive IEPs and clear plans for students with disabilities.
By providing clear, accurate and readable outputs, IEP ASSISTANT helps
educators create IEPs that are easy to understand and easy to follow.

IEP ASSISTANT helps you every step of the way
With easy step-by-step instructions and associated help files, IEP ASSISTANT moves
you through the process, so that you can be sure all relevant information is included and
all regulatory requirements are properly addressed.
Form specific notations and helps are present to remind you of additional considerations
such as required guardian input or other regulatory required information.

IEP ASSISTANT creates quality IEPs

Several years of IEPs generated by IEP ASSISTANT have been accepted
by state monitors and continue to compare favorably over other IEPs.
TAB Software System's IEP Assistant works extremely well for us. It is easy to
use, mistakes are minimized, and it is adaptable to our specific needs.
- Dr. Lee Howard, Assistant Superintendent for Special Services
The IEP Committee process is more complete as teachers follow the outline in
IEP Assistant. It ensures that the teachers cover all the items required by state
regulations. - Mary Aksentis, DSS Supervisor
Changes or corrections are easily made. No more striking through or starting
over from scratch. Records management is quick and immediate.
- Jamie Bergbauer, Special Ed. Records Manager

IEP ASSISTANT helps Administrators

Emphasize your school system’s specific IEP processes
Control wording, options and even help files that should be displayed
Choose information to be highlighted for emphasis
Eliminate omissions and oversights in IEPs
Improve State and Federal guideline compliance
Transfer and share data via e-mail

IEP ASSISTANT helps Teachers and other Professionals
Produce better IEP’s to manage your students needs
Reduce work by moving data with students instead of paper
Get help when you need it with step-by-step instructions and help files
Enjoy plain English terminology and uncluttered screens
Transfer and share data via e-mail
Generate lasting IEPs

Contact
TAB Software Systems
for a demonstration or
additional information and
start producing the IEPs
you need today.

770-921-8382
www.tabsoftwaresystems.com
www.iep-assistant.com

